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Abstract

Research suggests that the feedback-related negativity (FRN) is only sensitive to expectancy when the prediction

violation is salient. To further examine this issue, we asked participants to guess which of two virtual doors hid 5 cents.

Prior to and after making their guess, participants were asked whether or not they expected to win. We extracted four

conditions based on subjects’ predictions before and after their choice of door: (1) win/win, (2) lose/lose, (3) win/lose,

and (4) lose/win. Results revealed that the FRNwas largest on trials in which subjects predicted they were not going to

win and then changed theirminds and predicted that theywere going towin (i.e., the lose/win condition). Togetherwith

previous FRN results and findings in the area of regret and decision making, we suggest that the FRN reflects a

context-sensitive signal that integrates information about current and past actions, thoughts, and emotions.

Descriptors: Feedback, Predictions, ERP, FRN, Emotion

The feedback related negativity (FRN) is a medial frontal neg-

ative deflection of the visually evoked event-related brain poten-

tial (ERP) peaking approximately 250 ms following feedback,

indicating negative compared to positive performance feedback

and monetary loss or nonreward compared to reward (Gehring

&Willoughby, 2002; Hajcak, Holroyd, Moser, & Simons, 2005;

Hajcak, Moser, Holroyd, & Simons, 2006; Holroyd & Coles,

2002; Holroyd, Hajcak, & Larsen, 2006; Luu, Tucker, Derry-

berry, Reed, & Poulsen, 2003; Nieuwenhuis, Holroyd, Mol, &

Coles, 2004; Ruchsow, Grothe, Spitzer, & Kiefer, 2002; Yeung,

Holroyd, & Cohen, 2005; Yeung & Sanfey, 2004). Localization

studies suggest that the FRN is generated near the anterior

cingulate cortex (ACC; Gehring & Willoughby, 2002; Miltner,

Braun, & Coles, 1997; Nieuwenhuis, Yeung, Holroyd, Schurger,

& Cohen, 2004), consistent with fMRI results implicating the

ACC in negative feedback processing (e.g., Nieuwenhuis, He-

slenfeld, et al., 2005).

The prevailing theory of the FRN, proposed by Holroyd and

Coles (2002), suggests that the FRN is a rewardprediction signal,

reflecting the activity of a reinforcement learning system. The

reinforcement learning theory (RL theory) further proposes that

the amplitude of the feedback negativity is determined by the

impact of a phasic midbrain dopamine response on the ACC,

such that unexpected negative feedback is associated with a large

negativity and unexpected positive feedback is associated with a

small negativity. Thus, the FRN is seen to represent an early

frontal brain response indexing the interaction between valence

and expectancy of feedback. Although several studies have con-

firmed the general predictions of the RL theory, showing the

largest FRNs to unexpected negative compared to positive feed-

back (Gibson, Krigolson, & Holroyd, 2006; Holroyd & Coles,

2002; Holroyd, Nieuwenhuis, Yeung, & Cohen, 2003; Nieuwen-

huis, Nielen,Mol, Hajcak, & Veltman, 2005), recent experiments

have revealed that the modulation of the FRN by the interaction

of valence and expectancy is more nuanced (Hajcak et al., 2005;

Hajcak, Moser, Holroyd, & Simons, 2007).

First, Hajcak et al. (2005) failed to find an interaction effect of

valence and expectancy on the FRN in a guessing task that in-

duced differential expectations via a cue indicating the probabil-

ity of reward (25%, 50%, or 75%). In this study, subjects first

received the predictive cue and then were asked to guess which of

four doors hid a prize of 5 cents, following which subjects were

given feedback indicating either reward (5 cents) or nonreward (0

cents). Results of this study revealed that the magnitude of the

feedback negativity was larger for negative compared to positive

feedback, but was not further modulated by expectancy. Fol-

lowing this null finding, we surmised that our paradigm left sub-

jects’ expectations relatively weak or not consistent with

objective reward probability, whereas other tasks such as rein-

forcement learning tasks require subjects to pay significant at-

tention to stimulus–response mappings and learn reward

probabilities accordingly throughout the course of the task (Gib-

son et al., 2006; Holroyd & Coles, 2002; Nieuwenhuis, He-

slenfeld, et al., 2005). For example, the predictive cue in the
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Hajcak et al. (2005) study might not have induced the intended

modulation in expectations because participants might have suc-

cumbed to the ‘‘gambler’s fallacy’’ and expected reward in the

face of low objective reward probability (e.g., 25%) after receiv-

ing nonreward on several previous trials. Another possibility is

that subjects formed differential expectations that were generally

consistent with objective reward probability, but the strength of

their expectations might have been relatively weak or uniform

(e.g., 50% vs. 55% vs. 60%) compared to those prescribed by the

cue (25% vs. 50% vs. 75%).

In a set of follow-up experiments using the same task, we

assessed participants’ expectations on each trial to more accu-

rately capture subjective expectations that may or may not be

consistentwith objective rewardprobability. The first experiment

asked subjects to make their reward prediction prior to making

their guess, and the second experiment asked subjects to make

their reward prediction after making their guess. Results of these

two experiments showed that the FRN was modulated by the

interaction of valence and expectancy only in the situation where

subjects made their reward prediction after making their guess.

We reasoned that when subjects made their predictions prior to

guessing what door hid a prize, there was significant time be-

tween their prediction and the feedback; thus their prediction

could have changed after they made their guess or, by the time

feedback occurred, their prediction was no longer strong. On the

other hand, when subjects made their predictions after guessing

what door hid a prize, we hypothesized that because their pre-

diction occurred in close temporal proximity to the delivery of the

feedback as well as after they had committed to a decision about

what door hid a prize, their prediction was consequently more

salient.

Thus, the sensitivity of the FRN to the interaction between

valence and expectancy appears highly dependent on the strength

of the prediction–outcome associationFthis has been shown in

reinforcement learning tasks that induce strong predictions be-

cause they require significant attention to actions and outcomes

throughout task performance and in our doors task experiment

when predictions were made following commitment to a guess

and just prior to the delivery of feedback. However, because our

previous experiments asked subjects about their predictions qei-

ther before or after their guess and not both times, we were un-

able to test the notion that predictions might actually change

across the course of a trial and that such changes might be

associated with weak predictions. Additionally, we did not col-

lect information on how strong predictions were in the two sce-

narios; our conclusion that the strength of predictions was

stronger in the second study was inferred by the successful mod-

ulation of the FRN by valence and expectancy that was not

found in the first and by the fact that the prediction was made

after committing to a guess and just before the delivery of feed-

backFthat is, we inferred the strength of prediction from the

proximity of attention to the prediction and feedback. The cur-

rent study aimed to address these issues by asking subjects to

make subjective reward predictions both before and after making

their guess of door.

By asking subjects to make subjective reward predictions be-

fore and after making their guess of door, we wanted to find

instances of prediction consistencyFthat is, when subjects make

the same prediction both before and after making their

guessFand prediction inconsistencyFthat is, when subjects

make different predictions before and after making their guess.

Therefore, the current design allowed us to extract four types of

trials: (1) trials in which subjects predict they will win both before

and after making their guess of door (hereafter referred to as

‘‘win/win’’ trials); (2) trials in which subjects predict they will not

win both before and after making their guess of door (hereafter

referred to as ‘‘lose/lose’’ trials); (3) trials in which subjects pre-

dict they will win before making their choice of door, but then

change theirmind andpredict they will not win aftermaking their

choice of door (hereafter referred to as ‘‘win/lose’’ trials); and (4)

trials in which subjects predict they will not win before making

their choice of door, but then change their mind and predict that

they will win after making their choice of door (hereafter referred

to as ‘‘lose/win’’ trials). In this way, we were also able to control

for when during the trial attention was drawn to subjective pre-

dictionsFwhich was the primary manipulation of prediction

strength in our previous two studiesFin that all subjects received

prompts for subjective predictions both before and after their

guess of door.

To test our hypothesis concerning prediction strength and

modulation of the FRN by the interaction of valence and ex-

pectancyFthat is, that the stronger the prediction, the larger the

FRN modulation by valence and expectancyFwe conducted

two planned comparisons using the four trial types described

above: (1) we compared FRN magnitude on win/win trials to

FRN magnitude on lose/lose trials, and (2) we compared FRN

magnitude on win/lose trials to FRN magnitude on lose/win

trials. Based on our previous findings and conceptualizations, we

generated two alternative hypotheses for the current study. If, as

we suggested in Hajcak et al. (2007), weak expectations are re-

flected in opportunities for, or instances of, changes in subjective

reward prediction, we hypothesized that the difference between

FRN magnitude on win/lose trials and lose/win trials should be

small and the difference between FRN magnitude on win/win

and lose/lose trials should be large. We reasoned that the com-

parison of win/lose and lose/win trials would result in a small

FRN difference because the flip-flopping of subjective reward

predictions would indicate relatively weak expectations in both

cases, whereas the comparison of win/win and lose/lose trials

would result in a large FRN difference because the consistency of

subjective reward predictions would indicate relatively strong

expectations in opposite directions, thus representing the largest

discrepancy. On the other hand, we also suggested in Hajcak et

al. (2007) that the temporal proximity of reward prediction to

feedback delivery is important in modulating the FRN because

of the attention the reward prediction prompt drawsFin the

Hajcak et al. (2007) study attention was drawn to the reward

prediction either early or late in the trial, relative to feedback

delivery. Given that all four conditions in the present study

required two reward predictionsFone before and one after door

guessFwe reasoned that attention to the reward prediction

prompts might differ across the trial. Thus, an alternative view

on the current study would predict that if, in fact, participants

pay differential attention to the two reward prediction prompts,

it might be that in the win/win and lose/lose trials, attention is

paid to the first prompt, and consistency actually indicates a

waning of attention, as attention was drawn to the first question

and the second prompt was met with a consistent, but not well

thought out, responseFthat is, participantswere acting as if they

were on ‘‘cruise control’’ for the second prediction question. In

this case, we would predict that the difference in FRNmagnitude

between win/win and lose/lose trials would be small, as predic-

tions were ‘‘set’’ early on in the trial and temporally distant from

feedback delivery, whereas, on win/lose and lose/win trials,
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attention might be drawn to the second prompt, as participants

would have allocated significant resources to change their initial

response, thus suggestive of deeper analysis of their prediction on

that trial and thus their attention to their prediction would be

temporally closer to feedback delivery. In this case, the difference

in FRNmagnitude betweenwin/lose and lose/win trials would be

large, and specifically larger FRNs would be expected on lose/

win than win/lose trials because of violation of the expectation in

the former instance.

Method

Participants

Forty undergraduate students in introductory level psychology

classes at the University of Delaware participated in the current

experiment for course credit. Given that our primary aim was to

examine differences between specific types of trialsFwin/win

versus lose/lose trials, and win/lose versus lose/winFand the

number of each type was determined by subject behavior, we

utilized a subset of 14 (8 women) subjects from the original set of

40 who had 20 or more usable trials in each category for all

analyses described below. In this way, our final sample com-

prised subjects with an adequate number of trials of each type to

generate reliable ERP averages.

Task

The task was administered on a Pentium III class computer,

using Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc.) to

control the presentation and timing of all stimuli. Subjects’ pri-

mary objective on each trial was to guess which of two doors

presented horizontally in a color graphic hid a prize by pressing

the left or right ‘‘ctrl’’ key. Each trial began with a fixation cross

(1) presented at the center of the screen for 1000 ms. Then, the

question: ‘‘Do you think you will win on this trial?’’ appeared on

the screen and remained there until participants indicated yes or

no using the left and right ctrl keys, respectively. Thus, prior to

making their choice of door on each trial, participants predicted

whether or not they thought they would chose correctly. Five

hundred milliseconds after their initial subjective prediction, the

graphic of the doors appeared until the participant chose a door.

Then, 1500 ms after the participant’s choice of door, the ques-

tion: ‘‘Do you think you will win on this trial?’’ appeared again

on the screen and remained until participants indicated yes or no

using the ctrl keys mentioned above. This second question was

posed to determine if subjects had changed their minds about

their subjective prediction after having made their choice of door

and were instructed as such. One thousand milliseconds follow-

ing their second subjective prediction, a feedback stimulus ap-

peared on the screen for 1000 msec: a green ‘‘1’’ feedback

indicated a correct guess, and a green ‘‘o’’ feedback indicated an

incorrect guess. All other stimuli were presented in white font

against a black background; all stimuli were positioned in the

center of the screen. The feedback stimuli occupied approxi-

mately 21 of visual angle horizontally, and 21 vertically. Follow-

ing the presentation of the feedback, the intertrial interval was

marked by the presentation of a blank screen for 1500 ms.

Participants were informed that they would earn $.05 for each

correct guess and therefore would earn between $0.00 and $12.00

in bonus money based on their performance. Unbeknownst to

the participants, the outcome of each trial was predetermined

and pseudorandom such that, overall, participants received ex-

actly 50% correct feedback. All participants were paid $6.00.

Procedure

After a brief description of the experiment, EEG sensors were

attached and the participant was given detailed task instructions.

To familiarize participants with the task, each participant was

given a practice block consisting of 20 trials andwas instructed to

guess which door hid a prize while also answering yes or no to the

two subjective prediction questions. The experiment consisted of

12 blocks of 20 trials (240 total trials) with each block initiated by

the participant. The experimenter entered the room every 80 tri-

als to inform the participant how much money they had earned.

Participants filled out a brief questionnaire at the completion of

the experiment to ascertain level of interest (15 very boring;

75 very interesting), attention paid to the subjective predictions

(15 ignored predictions; 75 paid close attention), attention paid

to the outcomes (15 ignored outcomes; 75 paid close attention),

and the intensity of emotional reaction to the outcomes (15 very

unhappy; 75 very happy).

Psychophysiological Recording, Data Reduction, and Analysis

The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded from the frontal

(Fz), fronto-central (FCz), central (Cz), and parietal (Pz) re-

cording sites using an ECI electrocap. In addition, tin disc elec-

trodes were placed on the left and right mastoids (M1 and M2,

respectively). During the recording, all activity was referenced to

Cz. The electro-oculogram (EOG) generated from blinks and

vertical eye movements was also recorded using Med-Associates

miniature electrodes placed approximately 1 cm above and below

the subject’s right eye. The right earlobe served as a ground site.

All EEG/EOG electrode impedances were kept below 10 kO and

the data from all channels were recorded by a Grass Model 78D

polygraph with Grass Model 7P511J preamplifiers (band-

pass5 0.1–100 Hz).

All bioelectric signals were digitized on a laboratory micro-

computer using VPM software (Cook, 1999). The EEG was

sampled at 200 Hz. Data collection began with the participant’s

response to the second question (500 ms prior to feedback), and

continued for 1500 ms. Off-line, the EEG for each trial was

corrected for vertical EOG artifacts using the method developed

by Gratton, Coles and Donchin (1983; Miller, Gratton, & Yee,

1988) and then re-referenced to the average activity of the mas-

toid electrodes. Trials were rejected and not counted in subse-

quent analysis if there was excessive physiological artifact (i.e., 25

ms of invariant analog data on any channel or A/D values on any

channel that equaled that converter’s minimum or maximum

values). Single trial EEG datawere lowpass filtered at 20Hzwith

a 19 weight FIR digital filter as per Cook and Miller (1992).

As the primary aim of the current study was to evaluate how

the consistency of subjective prediction on an individual trial, as

measured by participants’ responses to the two questions posed

before and after door choice, influenced the magnitude of the

FRN, grand-average waveforms were created for the four trial

types: (1) win/win, (2) win/lose, (3) lose/lose, and (4) lose/win.

The average activity in the 100-ms prestimulus window served as

a baseline. One outstanding issue in FRN research is whether

variance in FRN amplitude between rewarding and nonreward-

ing feedback results mainly from activity elicited by nonrewards,

by rewards, or by both. As argued at length by Luck (2005), the

absolute amplitudes of ERP components are meaningless in and

of themselves because, for example, an apparent decrease in the
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amplitude of a component can result from the superposition of a

component with opposite polarity (see his rule #4, p. 56). For

these reasons, we have used a difference-wave approach to isolate

the valence-related variance in the ERP in a manner that is in-

dependent of the source of the variance (nonrewards, rewards, or

both; Holroyd, 2004; Luck, 2005). Specifically, difference waves

were created by subtracting the ERPs observed following re-

wards from the ERPs observed following nonrewards. These

difference waves were created separately for each of the four trial

types mentioned above (e.g., the difference between the ERPs

generated for rewards and nonrewards on win/win trials). FRNs

were then defined peak-to-peak as the difference between the

most negative going peak and themost positive preceding peak in

the 150–350-ms time window following feedback at each elec-

trode site. This procedure controlled for the main effect of stim-

ulus probability and prediction on the ERP, ensuring that the

ERP measure was sensitive to the interaction of feedback ex-

pectations and valence (Holroyd, 2004).

The FRN was statistically evaluated using SPSS (Version

15.0) General Linear Model software with the Greenhouse–

Geisser correction applied to p values associated with multiple df

repeated measures comparisons. Partial eta squared (Zp
2) values

are reported to demonstrate the size of effects in ANOVA mod-

els, where .05 represents a small effect, .1 represents a medium

effect, and .2 represents a large effect (Cohen, 1973). Cohen’s d is

reported for t tests, where .2 represents a small effect, .5 repre-

sents amediumeffect, and .8 represents a large effect size (Cohen,

1988). On the basis of our previous findings regarding the rela-

tionship between the FRN and reward prediction, we conducted

two planned 2 (Trial) � 4 (Site: Fz, FCz, Cz, Pz) ANOVAs to

test our hypotheses: (1) We tested the difference between win/win

trials and lose/lose trials and (2) we tested the difference between

win/lose trials and lose/win trials.

Results

Behavioral Measures

On average, participants respondedwin/win to the two questions

on 39.75% (SD5 12.47) of trials and lose/lose on 24.85%

(SD5 11.95) of trials, the difference between which was signifi-

cant, t(13)5 2.48, p5 .028, d5 .68Freminiscent of the positive

bias reported in Hajcak et al. (2007). On the other hand, par-

ticipants respondedwin/lose on 19.96% (SD5 8.62) of trials and

lose/win on 15.43% (SD5 4.87) of trials, the difference between

which was not significant, t(13)5 1.65, p5 .124, d5 .50. In

terms of responses to the posttask questionnaire, participants

found the task, overall, somewhat interesting (M5 3.00,

SD5 1.47) significantly more than the lowest possible ranking

of 15 very boring; t(13)5 5.10, po.001. Participants reported

having paid equal attention to the first and second subjective

prediction questions (M5 3.00, SD5 1.36 for the first question

and M5 3.07, SD5 1.14 for the second question), t(13)o1,

do.10. Participants also reported having paid significant atten-

tion to the outcomes (M5 4.64, SD5 1.50) significantly more

than the lowest possible ranking of 15 ignored outcomes;

t(13)5 9.09, po.001. Participants’ happiness ratings to the feed-

back, calculated as the difference between reactions to nonre-

ward minus reward (to mirror FRN calculation), showed that

participants felt equally unhappy when receiving nonreward (vs.

reward) on win/win trials (M5 1.79, SD5 1.42, where larger

numbers reflect more unhappiness) and lose/lose trials

(M5 1.43, SD5 1.45), t(13)5 1.10, p5 .292, d5 .29. Interest-

ingly, however, participants reported being more unhappy when

receiving nonreward (vs. reward) on lose/win trials (M5 1.86,

SD5 1.46) than on win/lose trials (M5 1.21, SD5 1.31),

t(13)5 3.23, p5 .007, d5 .86.

FRN

Figure 1 presents feedback-locked difference wave ERPs for the

four trial types. Consistent with previous studies, all of the

difference waves show a large negative deflection, indicative of

significantly more negativity to nonreward than reward, peaking

approximately 250 ms following feedback (all difference wave

FRNs were significantly larger than 0), ts(13)44.90, pso.001.

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics for the FRN difference

wave score for each trial and site. The 2 (Trial) � 4 (Site) re-

peatedmeasures ANOVA testing the difference betweenwin/win

and lose/lose trials revealed no significant effect of Trial,

F(1,13)5 1.89, p5 .192, Zp
2 ¼ :127. Additionally, neither the

main effect of Site nor the interaction between Trial and Site were

significant, F(3,39)5 1.17, p5 .326, Zp
2 ¼ :083; F (3,39)o1, re-

spectively). Interestingly, however, the ANOVA testing the

difference between win/lose and lose/win trials revealed a sig-

nificant main effect of Trial, F(1,13)5 4.82, p5 .047, Zp
2 ¼ :27,

indicating larger FRNs on lose/win trials than on win/lose trials

(see Table 1). Neither the main effect of Site nor its interaction

with Trial reached significance, F(3,39)o1; F(3,39)5 2.09,

p5 .119, Zp
2 ¼ :139, respectively.

Thus, our FRN findings support the notion that consistent

prediction trials (i.e., win/win and lose/lose) are associated with

diminished attention to predictions whereas inconsistent or flip-

flop prediction trials (i.e., win/lose and lose/win) are associated

with deeper analysis of and therefore heightened attention to

predictions, possibly due to greater allocation of attentional re-

sources to the flip-flop process. To further evaluate this ‘‘atten-

tional’’ explanation of the current findings, we conducted a

follow-up analysis of the P300, a classic attentional ERP com-

ponent (Donchin, 1981), elicited by the feedback. If subjects in

the current study engagedmore attentional resources on flip-flop

prediction trials (win/lose and lose/win) than consistent predic-

tion trials (win/win and lose/lose), as we suggest, then the P300

should be larger on flip-flop than consistent trials.

The P300wasmeasured as themost positive peak occurring in

the 200–600-ms postfeedback window, relative to a 100-ms pre-

stimulus baseline, and submitted to a 2 (Condition: flip-flop vs.

consistent) � 4 (Site: Fz, FCz, Cz, Pz) ANOVA. Results were

consistent with our hypothesis, as the nearly significant main

effect of Condition suggested that flip-flop trials were asso-

ciated with larger P300s than consistent prediction trials,

F(1,13)5 4.02, p5 .066, Zp
2 ¼ :236; see Table 2.

Discussion

With the current study, we aimed to build on previous findings

suggesting that modulation of the FRN by the interaction of

feedback valence and expectancy is highly dependent on the

strength of predictions and/or prediction–outcome associations.

To this end, subjects in the current study engaged in a guessing

task wherein they were asked to make reward predictions both

before and after making their guess of which of two doors hid a

prize of 5 cents. Although the FRN was always larger to non-

reward than reward (consistent with Hajcak et al., 2005, 2007),

the FRN was not further modulated by expectations on trials in
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which subjects were consistent in their predictionsFthat is, FRN

magnitude was comparable on win/win and lose/lose trials.

Rather, the FRN was modulated by expectations on trials in

which subjects were inconsistent in their predictionsFthat is,

FRN magnitude differed between win/lose and lose/win trials

such that the FRNwas enhanced on lose/win trials. The posttask

emotion ratings mirrored the FRN results in that participants

reported equivalent unhappiness when receiving nonreward (vs.

reward) onwin/win and lose/lose trials, but reported significantly

more unhappiness when receiving nonreward (vs. reward) on

lose/win trials than on win/lose trials.

The current findings are consistent with our second set of

predictions put forth in the introduction. Specifically, the sig-

nificant difference between win/lose and lose/win trials suggests

that subjects’ attention was drawn to the second prediction be-

cause of their flip-flopping responses to the prompts. Because
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participants changed their response, we hypothesized that they

would engage in attention-demanding activity, rendering the sa-

lience of their reward prediction temporally close to the feedback,

and thus engendering the modulation of the FRN in the expected

directionFthat is, larger on lose/win trials than win/lose trials

because of the violation of expectancy in the former case. The

fact that we found no difference in FRNmagnitude betweenwin/

win and lose/lose trials is in line with our prediction that con-

sistent reward prediction was indicative of the ‘‘setting’’ of at-

tention to the first reward prediction and the waning of the

salience of reward prediction across the course of the trial, thus

engendering very little further modulation of the FRN by ex-

pectancyFthat is, the subjects were on ‘‘cruise control’’ after

their response to the first reward prediction prompt. That the

P300 was larger on flip-flop than on consistent prediction trials

lends further credence to this ‘‘attentional’’ interpretation of the

current findings. Recent results suggesting thatmodulation of the

FRN depends on the depth of processing of task stimuli, and

associations are also consistent with this interpretation (cf.

Baker, Krigolson, & Holroyd, 2006; Gibson et al., 2006; Lee,

Krigolson, & Holroyd, 2006).

In addition to our attentional account of the present findings,

research on negative emotions in decision making (cf. Zeelen-

berg, van Dijk, Manstead, & van der Pligt, 2000) provides fur-

ther insights. Regret is a particularly salient emotion cited in this

work and occurs when the outcome of a decision is worse than

the outcome had an alternative decision been made. Perhaps

most akin to our attentional account, then, a recent study ex-

amined self-regulatory orientation (Camacho, Higgins, & Luger,

2003; Kruglanski et al., 2000) and regret in decision making

(Pierro et al., 2008). Two orientations or modes were examined:

assessment and locomotion. When individuals are in the assess-

ment mode they are characterized as more thoughtful, weighing

options against each other, and critically evaluative. When in-

dividuals are in the locomotionmode, on the other hand, they are

characterized as less thoughtful and more action oriented, mak-

ing decisions and moving on, ‘‘committing the psychological re-

sources that will initiate and maintain goal-directed progress in a

straightforward manner, without undue distractions or delays’’

(Kruglanski et al., 2000, p. 794). In a series of studies, Pierro et al.

found that individuals in the assessment mode were more re-

gretful and engaged in more reflective or counterfactual thought

after unfavorable outcomes than individuals in the locomotion

mode. In the context of the Pierro et al. findings, we suggest that

subjects were in a locomotion mode on win/win and lose/lose

trials, making predictions and moving on, not considering their

predictions too stronglyFthat is, they were on ‘‘cruise control’’

as we suggested. Thus, when negative feedback was delivered on

both types of trials, subjects registered the negative feedback, as

indexed by larger FRNs to nonreward compared to reward, but

kept moving forward, allocating little attention to processing the

feedback in the broader context of their predictions. In contrast,

we suggest that the subjects were in an assessment mode on win/

lose and lose/win trials, considering their predictions more thor-

oughly and weighing their commitment. Therefore when they

received negative feedback after lose/win trials, not only was the

feedback negativeFregistered by the larger FRN to nonreward

compared to rewardFbut they foolishly changed their predic-

tion for the worse, likely increasing regretFregistered by the

larger FRN compared to win/lose trials. Studies also show that

when individuals switch purchasing decisions for the worse, they

experience increased regret compared to instances when individ-

uals repeat or maintain their initial decision even in the face of

less than optimal outcomes (i.e., maintain the status quo; Inman

& Zeelenberg, 2002; Tsiros & Mittal, 2000). Therefore, the

fact that the FRN difference was enhanced between inconsistent

prediction conditions might fit with this literature suggesting in-

creased regret when switching decisions compared to maintain-

ing the status quo.

Thus, the enhanced FRN found here for lose/win trials might

be understood as reflecting the feeling of regret for flip-flopping

and foolishly changing expectations in the positive direction

when the first, more pessimistic one, was correct. The posttask

emotion ratings further bolster this interpretation, as participants

reported feeling increased unhappiness to nonreward (vs. re-

ward) on lose/win trials. Interestingly, regret is associated with

proactive tendencies including desires to correct one’s mistake,

undo the event, and get a second chance (for a review, see

Zeelenberg et al., 2000). Given that the FRN is seen to be an

ACC-generated warning signal that behavioral adjustments are

needed for optimal performance (Holroyd & Coles, 2002; Hol-

royd & Krigolson, 2007) and regret is associated with tendencies

to act, it stands to reason that the FRN should be largest on trials

in which regret is largest. In this way, the current finding of

enhanced FRN amplitude on lose/win trials can be interpreted as

increased ACC activity when regret is elicited by a flip-flop for

the worse and thus a more intense call to adjust performance,

desire to correct one’s response, or get a second chance at pre-

dicting correctly occurred. In line with this FRN–ACC–regret

link, recent neuroimaging studies show enhanced ACC and or-

bitofrontal cortex activity under conditions of regret in decision

making tasks (for a review, see Coricelli, Dolan, & Sirigu, 2007).

Future studies with larger samples will be needed to further

evaluate these hypotheses concerning the FRN, as the current

study comprised a relatively small set of 14 participants who had
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Table 1. Means (Standard Deviation) for FRN Magnitudes

Difference Score
(nonreward–reward) Win/Win Lose/Lose Win/Lose Lose/Win

FRN (mV) Fz 16.96 21.50 20.28 26.22
(11.68) (15.96) (11.70) (18.05)

FCz 17.80 22.28 19.45 26.56
(12.05) (15.00) (8.72) (18.68)

Cz 17.88 22.71 18.18 26.99
(13.43) (15.29) (8.85) (17.35)

Pz 16.33 20.47 18.06 27.04
(11.17) (10.23) (8.97) (16.43)

Table 2. Means (Standard Deviation) for P300 magnitudes (in

Microvolts)

Consistent Trials Flip-flop Trials

Fz 23.85 29.05
(13.34) (20.21)

FCz 27.69 32.08
(16.62) (21.78)

Cz 28.29 31.89
(16.53) (21.13)

Pz 26.77 29.46
(15.97) (20.57)



sufficient numbers of trials for stable ERPs. Examining the pos-

sibility that individual differences in prediction strength, gam-

bling behavior, and emotional reactivity to nonreward (vs.

reward) might be related to FRN magnitude in such tasks will

also be a fruitful avenue for future research.

The RL theory holds that FRN amplitude is determined by

an interaction between feedback valence and expectancy, such

that unexpected feedback induces greater variance in FRN

amplitude relative to expected feedback. The results of the cur-

rent study as well as those previously reported by our group

(Hajcak et al., 2005, 2007), suggest that modulation of the

FRN by the interaction of valence and expectancy deserves

more attention. In general, the FRN seems to reliably differen-

tiate negative from positive feedback; however, its further

modulation by expectancy is more variable and depends on the

depth or type of processing involved in the task (cf. Baker et al.,

2006; Gibson et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2006). We therefore propose

that the FRN likely reflects complex information related to

current and past actions, thoughts, and emotions. Research on

negative emotion, decision making, and consumer behavior

(cf. Zeelenberg et al., 2000) provides additional insights regard-

ing this interpretation of the FRN, which dovetails with

current conceptions of the ACC’s role in decision making and

social behavior (cf. Rushworth, Behrens, Rudebeck, & Walton,

2007). Future studies testingmore complex predictions regarding

the FRN’s significance in various behavioral contexts by unify-

ing the vast literatures on emotion and decision making are

needed.
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